
 

Ittefaq is a 1973 Bollywood suspense thriller film directed by Raj Khosla. It starred Rajesh Khanna, Hema Malini, Prem Chopra
and Iftekhar. The film was inspired by the Hollywood movie Psycho which released in 1960, but it is not a remake of that
classic thriller. The music for the film was composed by Ravi with lyrics written by Anand Bakshi. The movie is set in London
and tells the story of Vikram Singh (Rajesh Khanna), who goes to London for higher studies after being expelled from school in
India. He stays in the home of Mr. Ashok (Diwakar), who is a friend of his father. He accidentally comes to know that he is the
look-alike of Vikram, who was murdered by Ashok's wife, Shanti (Hema Malini). Soon Shanti becomes suspicious about
Vikram and wrongly assumes that he wants to harm her. It results in tensions between them, until one night when Shanti realizes
her mistake and eventually both fall in love. When she tells Vikram that she loves him, he refuses her saying that he does not
have any feelings for her, to which Shanti replies that it is because of her "black heart". After the misunderstanding, Shanti
leaves the house. Vikram arranges for Ashok to leave his house. His friend, Vijay (Prem Chopra) comes to stay with him and
helps him in his studies. One day, Vikram stops at a street corner to wait for a bus and falls asleep. He is attacked by robbers
who take his wallet and run away with their motorcycle. The police find out the identity of the robbers as people who are paying
them money to pick up Vikram's wallet so that he does not notice their real identity. A few days later, Vikram asks Ashok for
help in tracking down Shanti, who was involved in his mugging incident. When he refuses, Vikram threatens to report him to the
police for killing Vikram. Ashok then agrees to arrange a meeting between them. At the meeting, he tells Shanti that Vikram is
his look-alike and is very much alive. He also warns her to stay away from Vikram. Shanti tries to explain but Ashok takes her
away forcefully. Vikram chases after them and accidentally runs into an oncoming truck which causes his face injuries. Shanti
realizes that she made a mistake in leaving Vikram. She goes to see him in hospital where he later knows her true identity.
Meanwhile, they both decide to get married after coming out of the hospital. Ashok understands their love for each other and
accepts their wedding proposal. When Shanti is ready with all the rituals, Ashok breaks his promise to them by reporting her
fake kidnapping to police just minutes before he is about to tie the knot with Shanti. Shanti is arrested for this crime but is able
to prove her innocence when she comes back home in Vikram's disguise.
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